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Thanks to the introduction of the 
Renewable Heating Incentive there  
has never been a better time to  
switch to biomass. 

The cost of heating via wood chips  
and wood pellets is significantly  
lower than traditional fuel sources  
such as oil, electricity and LPG.  
Combine these lower heating costs  
with reduced carbon emissions  
and an additional RHI  income for  
20 years and you can see why  
biomass is a compelling proposition.

Whether you are looking for a bespoke biomass 
solution for a large industrial unit or an off-the- 
shelf immediate solution for a small warehouse,  
Rural Energy has got it covered.

Solving your  
space heating needs

WE KNOW BIOMASS
A frontrunner in engineering biomass, Rural Energy 

is a national provider of domestic, commercial 

and industrial biomass solutions. With  hundreds  

of innovative projects across the UK in both the 

public and private sector, Rural Energy has installed 

renewable heating systems for leading brands 

including the NHS, National Trust, the Ministry  

of Defence and Bernard Matthews.

Book your free site survey today www.ruralenergy.co.uk



Solving your  
space heating needs

Generate an RHI income of £135,000*

Our new compact biomass system has been developed 

specifically for heating large volume spaces - keeping 

your staff warm and providing frost protection for your 

products. Powered by a Herz® wood pellet biomass  

boiler, the AIRMatic delivers rapid heating via a self-

contained, easy to install system. Available from stock,  

this versatile system can be mounted wherever you  

choose, all you need is:

• Suitable electrical supply (single phase 230V)

• Water supply

• Level floor suitable for the weight of the unit

•  Space for flue penetration to comply with  

building regulations

BIOMASS MADE EASY
✔	 	Touchscreen controls with remote  

access capability

✔	 High efficiency, RHI compliant boiler

✔	 Includes RHI approved heat meter

✔	 Quick & easy to install

✔	 	Quality Austrian product -5 year warranty  

(heat exchanger and boiler body)

✔	 	Potential savings of up to 30% on  

traditional heating

AIRMatic  
Biomass Space Heater 
The standalone plug and play modular biomass unit  
for localised heating in smaller warehouses

*Based on 24/7 usage on a 60kW boiler system within an insulated building over 20 years.



These external mobile energy 

centres provide cost effective 

heating without the need to 

find space in your existing 

plant room. Pre-fitted with a 

biomass boiler (from 60kW to 

995kW) as well as a built-in  

fuel store and buffer vessel 

they are delivered direct to  

site and can simply be 

connected to the existing 

heating system or Rural Energy 

can install the necessary 

pipework and fan units.

Our Heat Pods have been engineered to offer  
the ultimate self-contained biomass solution. 

Heat Pod – 

Call now on 0203 189 0654 to book a free site 
survey and to find the right heating solution for you.

For larger spaces Rural Energy can also supply bespoke 
solutions that include our popular Heat Pod combined 
with distribution pipework and fixed fan units.
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